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TUCKED AWAY IN NEW ORLEANS’S
HISTORIC FRENCH QUARTER, THIS

TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT IS A VIBRANT
EXAMPLE OF CLASSIC CREOLE STYLE.

By REBEKAH WAHLBERG

Photography by KERRI MCCAFFETY

Tradition 

Nowis

By the time Thomas arrived, the space had already been remodeled
several times and had exposed brick walls, an open kitchen and other
“modern ‘improvements’” from the original architecture, Thomas says.
With architect Frank Masson, they rebuilt the interior in the neoclassical
style that was popular in the early 19th century, using the townhouse’s
original doors, windows and other existing architectural features. The
apartment is a modern adaptation of  historic French Quarter style,
which Thomas calls “contemporary Creole,” and is reflected in the
apartment’s antique-style colors, wallpaper and furniture.

Interior designer Thomas 
Jayne’s 1836 Creole townhouse
in the French Quarter of New 

Orleans has a long history. 

The apartment is furnished with pieces
selected for their use, rather than their
historical value, but that doesn’t diminish
their impact—the antique weight and
quality of each piece creates an effect that
is both comfortable and sophisticated. 

The apartment is a
modern adaptation of

historic French Quarter
style, which Thomas calls

“contemporary Creole.”
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ART IS PERSONAL
At the center of  the apartment’s design is a custom mural that surrounds the walls of

the living room. Based on illustrations from a treasured childhood book, The Story of  the
Mississippi by C.H. DeWitt, Thomas worked with DeGornay to create a mural that
recalls the scenic wallpaper popular in the early 19th century—with a modern twist. A
level horizon line across each wall of  the mural creates a forced perspective that shifts
dramatically through each scene, while the art itself  is inspired by the more modern style
of  the book, which was published in 1941.

Other art throughout the apartment includes a series of  smaller works hung salon-style
in the front hall: early views of  the Hudson River, a photograph by Sally Mann, a paint-
ing by Hut Sloneum and a curtain sketch by Albert Hadley, among other pieces. Thomas
also has on display a portrait of  himself  by Don Bacardy.

None of  the pieces were costly, Thomas says, which can often be a barrier—people
looking for quality art expect it to be expensive, but that doesn’t have to be so. 

“Buy what you like and try to buy the best quality you can afford,” Thomas advises.
“There are so many talented artists in America, and the world, and it is not hard to have
beautiful original art for a relatively little amount of  money.”

As long as the work is great-quality and means something to its owner, like the pieces
Thomas has in his New Orleans apartment, the cost isn’t important. “Having a work of
art is one of  the great joys of  our lives,” Thomas says.

Antique black-and-white
portraits provide subtle contrast
to the pastel pink and blue
surrounding this simple mantel.

Thomas Jayne’s
apartment is the main

floor of an 1836
Creole townhouse in

New Orleans’s French
Quarter. After several
modern renovations,

Thomas had it
restored to the

neoclassical style
popular in the early

1800s using the
townhouse’s original
windows, doors and

architecture.
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HISTORY WITH A PURPOSE
While most of  the apartment’s fur-

nishings are antiques or styled after
antiques, the pieces were chosen for
their use in the home rather than for
their antique novelty. One of  the cor-
nerstones of  Thomas’s design philoso-
phy is creating spaces that are
comfortable as well as stylish—avoid-
ing a stuffy feel in favor of  a space
that feels homey while honoring
ancient traditions.

“All of  the furniture is relatively out
of  style with today’s collectors, who
focus on mid-20th-century mod-
ernism, so it is a type that is affordable
to collectors,” Thomas says.

From a console table made for
Thomas’s family in Iowa’s Amana
colonies to an ancient Creole-style bed
designed by Harrison Higgins for
Peter Patout’s collection, the pieces
furnishing Thomas’ apartment imbue
every space with a sense of  purposeful
history.

The piece with the most dynamic
history, Thomas says, is the day bed.
“It belonged to the great New York
philanthropist Jane Englehart and was
used by the Duke of  Windsor, and
briefly King Edward VIII before his
abdication, when he visited her,”
Thomas says. “So we have a bed that
was used by a king of  England!”

The centerpiece of Thomas’s apartment is
a mural of the Mississippi River, recalling
the style of scenic wallpaper popular in
the 19th century.

“There’s a tradition in American design of
collecting antiques and arranging them for color,
texture and sculpture, almost like a collage,”
Thomas says. “[People] are interested in objects
because they’re historic, but they’re also
interested in how they look together.” 

“There is comfort in using
history in an active way, with an
eye to the future and the people who are

going to use it,” Thomas says.
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PUTTING “ACTION” IN TRADITION
Thomas’s New Orleans apartment is a reflection of  the principles

he applies at his design firm, Jayne Design Studios. For a quarter-
century, his firm has taken the phrase “tradition is now” and
designed spaces that turn the idea that tradition means old and stag-
nant on its head.

“We design interiors that are fresh, frisky and, above all, very liv-
able,” Thomas says. Their process involves combining historic ele-
ments from many time periods into contemporary decoration to
create spaces that feel like home.

“We love history, but it always has to be comfortable and suitable
for today,” Thomas says. “There is comfort in using history in an
active way, with an eye to the future and the people who are going to
use it.”

By viewing tradition as something active instead of  passive,
Thomas and his firm style spaces that use classic pieces in contem-
porary ways. He says one way to keep things fresh is to design rooms
that are never 100 percent complete.

“Always leave room for some change, addition or improvement,”
he says. This flexibility allows for ease of  movement among rooms in
a house—if  a piece that looks good in one room can also look good
in another, it’s easy to change up a look and keep it feeling new,
while also creating a home that has harmony and balance.

A well-styled room also often has a focal point, Thomas says. In
his designs, it’s often an old or historical object that resonates per-
sonally or has special meaning. His rooms always have something
bespoke, personal or unique to the home and those living in it.

Thomas’ style can best be described by a quote from author Edith
Wharton: “A classic is a classic not because it conforms to certain
structural rules, or fits certain definitions (of  which its author had
probably never heard). It is classic because of  a certain eternal and
irrepressible freshness.” VH

DECORATION:
ANCIENT & MODERN

Thomas Jayne’s 
background as A CURATOR

AND HISTORIAN is the 
cornerstone of his 

philosophy of design.

For more than 25 years, Thomas Jayne has
united the antique with the modern in his
fresh-yet-traditional designs. But he didn’t start
out as a designer—his roots are in the study
and preservation of history.

“I have always been interested in antiques
for their shape and form and the stories they
tell, and I love the study of history,” Thomas
says. “From an early age, I valued historic
objects and collected them and arranged them.
In graduate school, I was trained as a curator
and was exposed to the concept that design
and the decorative arts are part of a continuum
that thrives on creativity.”

Thomas was a graduate fellow at Winterthur
Museum for two years in the 1980s, where he
studied the work of museum founder Henry
Francis duPont. Thomas came to Winterthur as
a curator, but he was captivated by the
interiors and their arrangements, and duPont’s
philosophy that the ideal curator is both a
librarian and a designer influenced Thomas to
embrace the artistic aspects of history.

“As a decorator, I have the license to employ
my own creativity in ways that would not be
possible had I remained a curator,” he says. 

Thomas has kept close ties to Winterthur; he
was chair of the 2015 Delaware Antiques
Show, which benefits the museum, and several
years ago he decorated Winterthur for its
Christmas celebration, Yuletide at Winterthur. 

Decorating the museum gave Thomas the
chance to honor duPont’s influence on him.
The rooms reflected duPont’s love of historic
objects and their arrangement, while Thomas
brought his own sense of using historical
things in a new, contemporary way.

{ }Thomas Jayne is the founder of Jayne Design Studio,
an interior design firm based in New York that
recently celebrated its 25th anniversary. For more
information, visit jaynedesignstudio.com.

ABOVE LEFT: A bookcase in the living room serves as an
old-fashioned curio cabinet, displaying “old family silver,
Mardi Gras curios and other oddities,” Thomas says.

ABOVE RIGHT: While the rest of the home reflects a
contemporary update of classic French Quarter style, the
kitchen is one of the apartment’s few modern elements. 

LEFT: Clean white linens and tableware balance the
mural’s colorful scenery, ensuring that the captivating
art stays at the center of attention.

The pieces furnishing
Thomas’s apartment

imbue every space 
with a sense of

purposeful history.




